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Rod photoreceptors generate amplified, reproduc-
ible responses to single photons via a G protein
signaling cascade. Surprisingly, genetic perturba-
tions that dramatically alter the deactivation of the
principal signal amplifier, the GPCR rhodopsin (R*),
do not much alter the amplitude of single-photon
responses (SPRs). These same perturbations, when
crossed into a line lacking calcium feedback
regulation of cGMP synthesis, producedmuch larger
alterations in SPR amplitudes. Analysis of SPRs
from rods with and without feedback reveal that
the consequences of trial-to-trial fluctuations in R*
lifetime in normal rods are also dampened by
feedback regulation of cGMP synthesis. Thus,
calcium feedback trumps the mechanisms of R*
deactivation in determining the SPR amplitude,
attenuating responses arising from longer R* life-
times to a greater extent than those arising from
shorter ones. As a result, rod SPRs achieve a more
stereotyped amplitude, a characteristic considered
important for reliable transmission through the visual
system.
INTRODUCTION
G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are enzymatic amplifiers
of extracellular signals, activating multiple copies of heterotri-
meric G proteins to generate the intracellular response. The
amplitude of the response depends upon the rates of GPCR acti-
vation and deactivation and any inherent nonlinearities imposed
by spatial compartmentalization or signal saturation (e.g., Ram-
anathan et al., 2005). In retinal rod photoreceptors, a single acti-
vated GPCR, rhodopsin (R*), drives the signaling cascade that
decreases cGMP and its associated inward cation current in
a manner that is highly reproducible from trial to trial (e.g., Rieke
and Baylor, 1998). The amplitude of the single-photon response370 Neuron 76, 370–382, October 18, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.(SPR) is considered a key factor in overcoming intrinsic cellular
noise and thus for reliable transmission through the visual
pathway (Field et al., 2005).
There has been much progress in understanding the molec-
ular basis of the amplification and deactivation steps that
underlie the rod SPR (reviewed in Burns and Pugh, 2010). In
the initial amplifying step, a R* activates G proteins at a rate of
several hundred per second (Leskov et al., 2000; Heck and Hof-
mann, 2001) until R* is deactivated by phosphorylation by GRK1
and arrestin-1 binding (Ku¨hn and Wilden, 1987). The second
major amplifying step arises from cGMP hydrolysis by the acti-
vated G protein-PDE6 enzyme complex (G*-E*), whose activity
persists until deactivation by GTP hydrolysis catalyzed by the
RGS9 complex (He et al., 1998; Makino et al., 1999; Hu and
Wensel, 2002). Although rapid R* and G*-E* deactivation are
required for normal recovery of the SPR, they are not sufficient;
the fall in intracellular calcium that accompanies the SPR must
activate the synthesis of cGMP through guanylate cyclase acti-
vating proteins (GCAPs). Abolishing calcium feedback via
GCAPs increases the amplitude and slows the recovery of the
SPR (Mendez et al., 2001; Burns et al., 2002). In addition, loss
of feedback via GCAPs increases the intrinsic cellular noise in
a manner that can impair transmission at the rod-to-rod bipolar
synapse and behavioral performance at visual threshold (Okawa
et al., 2010).
Genetic perturbations of R* and G*-E* deactivation also
produce dramatic changes in the overall time course of the rod
photoresponse. Nonetheless, the SPRs of rods with defective
deactivation have average peak amplitudes very close to those
of wild-type rods. For example, preventing rhodopsin phosphor-
ylation slows the rate of R* deactivation 75-fold, from a normal
average lifetime of 40 ms (Gross and Burns, 2010) to about
3 s (Grk1/; Chen et al., 1999), yet the amplitude of the SPR is
increased by a factor of only two. Similarly, abolishing expres-
sion of the RGS9 complex slows G*-E* deactivation about 10-
fold yet has only a subtle effect on the SPR amplitude (Chen
et al., 2000; Krispel et al., 2003; Keresztes et al., 2004). Under-
standing the stability of SPR amplitudes across genotypes that
perturb deactivation promises to yield fresh insight into the
mechanisms that act to minimize trial-to-trial fluctuations in
SPR amplitude in normal mammalian rods and, by comparison,
Figure 1. Saturating FlashResponses Reveal PerturbedR* Lifetimes
(A) Family of flash responses from a wild-type (WT) mouse rod showing the
determination of the time in saturation (dashed line). Flashes ranged from 4 to
3,000 photons/mm2, corresponding to 1–630 R*/flash in this rod with collecting
area of 0.21 mm2. Translational invariance of the falling phases reflects the
same underlying rate processes as the flash strength increases.
(B) The time that the response to a bright flash remains in saturation is plotted
against the loge of the number of R* produced by the flash for WT (n = 8),
Grk1S561L (n = 12), and Grk1+/ (n = 22) rods. Straight lines through the data
have a slope of 200 ms, consistent with similar means of tD values measured
individually in each rod (Table 1). The vertical displacements (DTsat) of the
Grk1S561L and Grk1+/ lines from the WT line were 250 ms and +180 ms,
respectively, and yield the values of the altered effective R* lifetimes (tR
eff)
according to Equation 1. Error bars reflect S.E.M.
(C) Population average SPRs of rods with effective R* lifetimes (tR
eff) that span
a 5-fold range (WT, black, Table 1; Grk1+/, blue, Table 1; Grk1S561L, orange,
n = 11, ID = 14.8 ± 0.6) have peak amplitudes that span only a 2-fold range.
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SPR Stability and Reproducibilityinto the processes that may limit physiological responses in
other G protein systems.
Several potential mechanisms could contribute to SPR ampli-
tude stability, including local signal saturation (Ramanathan
et al., 2005; Caruso et al., 2011). Specific mechanisms for such
saturation include depletion of available PDE molecules for acti-
vation and response compression arising from extensive local
closure of cGMP-gated (CNG) channels in the plasma
membrane. Here we have determined the relative contributions
of these factors to the stability of SPR amplitudes in wild-type
rods and in rods of six additional lines with distinct genetic
perturbations to response deactivation and recovery. We find
that neither saturation mechanism plays a significant role even
when R* lifetime is prolonged 2-fold. Contrary to current
thinking, we find that calcium-dependent feedback to cGMP
synthesis through GCAPs stabilizes SPR amplitudes by more
strongly attenuating SPRs driven by longer R* lifetimes. With
this knowledge, we examine the role of GCAPs-mediated feed-
back in the trial-to-trial reproducibility of the SPR and provide
experimental evidence that such feedback likewise plays a crit-
ical role in reducing variation arising from the stochastically
varying R* lifetime in normal rods.
RESULTS
Genetic Manipulation of R* Lifetime Has Little Effect
on SPR Amplitude
To investigate how the lifetime of R* affects SPR amplitude, we
first measured the effective time constant of R* deactivation,
defined as the time integral of normalized rhodopsin activity
(tR
eff; Equation 1), in mouse lines with altered rhodopsin kinase
expression. Using suction electrodes, we recorded families of
saturating flash responses from mice that expressed roughly
half the normal level of rhodopsin kinase (Grk1+/; Chen et al.,
1999) and from mice that expressed a high level of a mutant
form of rhodopsin kinase predicted to have a higher than normal
rate of phosphorylation (Grk1S561L; see Experimental Proce-
dures; Figure S1 available online). For bright flash responses
that close all of the cGMP-gated channels, the time that the
responses remained in saturation (Tsat) is linearly related to the
natural log of the number of R* produced by the flash (Pepper-
berg et al., 1992) with the slope of this relation reflecting the
200 ms time constant of G*-E* deactivation in wild-type rods
(Krispel et al., 2006). We found no change in the slope of the
Tsat relations for either Grk1
+/ or Grk1S561L rods (Figures 1A
and 1B), consistent with no change in the rate of G*-E* deactiva-
tion. Because the normal R* lifetime (tR
eff = 40 ms) is much
shorter than the time constant for G*-E* deactivation (tE =
200 ms), modest changes in the effective R* lifetime do not alter
the slope of the relation, but rather change the magnitude of Tsat
across all values of R* produced, resulting in a vertical offset,
DTsat (Gross and Burns, 2010). Indeed, the vertical offsets in
saturation times of Grk1+/ and Grk1S561L rods are consistent
with slower and faster than normal R* deactivation, respectively
(Figure 1B). The DTsat shift was +180 ms (upward) for Grk1
+/
responses compared to wild-type, and 250 ms (downward)
for Grk1S561 responses. Assuming downstream signaling is the
same inWT,Grk1+/, andGrk1S561L rods, the lifetimes of R*(tR
eff)Neuron 76, 370–382, October 18, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 371
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2010):
teffR =
"
1
tE
+
 
1
teff;wtR
 1
tE
!
eDTsat=tE
#1
: (1)
Assuming the lifetime of R* in normal rods (tR
eff,wt) is 40 ms
(Gross and Burns, 2010), the values of tR
eff for Grk1+/ and
Grk1S561L rods calculated with Equation 1 are 76 ms and
15 ms, respectively. Thus, modifying the expression level or
catalytic activity of rhodopsin kinase tunes the effective lifetime
of R* and the vertical offset of the Tsat relation, while the slower,
G*-E* deactivation governs the slope of the relation.
To examine the consequences of shorter and longer R* effec-
tive lifetimes for the SPR, we recorded the responses of Grk1+/
and Grk1S561L rods to very dim flashes and found little change in
the amplitude of the SPR (Figure 1C; Table 1). Grk1+/ rods with
2-fold longer effective R* lifetime (tReff = 76ms versus 40ms for
WT rods) had only a modest, 23% increase in SPR amplitude.
Rods expressing transgenic Grk1S561L, with a more than 2-fold
shorter effective R* lifetime (tR
eff = 15 ms), had only a 24%
decrease in SPR amplitude. Overall, while the effective R* life-
times of the three genetic lines span a 5-fold range with ratios
of about 1:2.7:5, the normalized average SPR amplitudes span
a much smaller range, with ratios of 1:1.3:1.6. These results
establish that SPR amplitude does not vary in proportion to R*
lifetime.
PDE Depletion and Local Channel Saturation Do Not
Contribute to SPR Amplitude Stability
In principle, R* molecules with longer lifetimes should activate
more PDE molecules on the disc membrane and result in larger
decreases in cGMP, locally closing a greater fraction of CNG
channels. Because the density of PDE is only about 150 holo-
enzymes per disc face (1:300 ratio to rhodopsin, Pentia et al.,
2006), it is conceivable that the rate of G*-E* production may
decrease as available PDE molecules are depleted by longer-
lived R* molecules. Thus, we calculated the average number
of G*-E* molecules active during the SPR and compared this
to the total number of PDE molecules on the disc (see Experi-
mental Procedures). Assuming a maximal rate of 300 s1 for R*
activation of the G protein (Leskov et al., 2000; Heck and Hof-
mann, 2001) and our measured R* and G*-E* lifetimes, only 7
G*-E* complexes are predicted at the peak of the SPR in
normal rods (tR
eff = 40 ms). For Grk1+/ rods (tR
eff = 76 ms),
the maximum number of G*-E* units active during the SPR is
only 10 (7% of the total number; Figure 2A, dashed line
plotted against righthand ordinate). Thus, even if the maximal
rate of G protein activation is 2-fold higher than current esti-
mates, PDE depletion makes negligible contribution to the
SPR amplitude stability over the range of R* lifetimes extending
well beyond 76 ms.
Another possible mechanism that could cause SPR ampli-
tudes to tend to saturate is extensive closure of CNG channels
over a spatially restricted portion of the outer segment. If the
maximal fractional decrease in cGMP concentration is small, it
will produce a directly proportional fractional change in CNG
current, with a proportionality or gain factor corresponding to
Figure 2. Depletion of Available PDE Molecules and Local Channel
Saturation Do Not Explain Amplitude Stability for Long R* Lifetimes
(A) Simulated SPR of Grk1+/ rods (solid) superimposed upon the calculated
number of G*-E* (dashed) produced as a function of time, assuming that R*
activates G*-E* at a maximal rate of 300 s1, with an effective lifetime tR
eff =
76 ms, and a G*-E* lifetime of 200 ms.
(B) Spatial profile of cGMP concentration at three time points corresponding to
the colored circles in (A). The fall in cGMP at the local site of photo-
isomerization ismaximal at the SPR peak but does not exceed 18%of the dark
cGMP concentration. Thus, local channel saturation contributes only slightly to
the large degree of amplitude stability observed when R* lifetime is increased
2-fold beyond its WT level.
Neuron
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Lamb, 1993). In contrast, if the local change in cGMP concentra-
tion is relatively large, the gain factor contributed by the channels
will be reduced and the SPR amplitude attenuated. To test this
idea, we utilized a spatiotemporal model of cGMP dynamics in
mouse rods (Gross et al., 2012; Experimental Procedures) to
calculate the spatial profiles of cGMP at time points correspond-
ing to the rising phase, the peak, and the recovery of the SPR for
Grk1+/ rods (colored dots in Figure 2A correspond to colored
spatial profiles in 2B). We compared the fractional change in
the spatially integrated cGMP concentration predicted for the
Grk1+/ SPR to the fractional change in CNG current that we
measured. The channel gain factor was reduced only slightly,
from its maximal possible value of 3 to 2.7 in Grk1+/ rods. Thus,
extensive local closure of channels makes negligible contribution
to the observed SPR amplitude stability, even when tR
eff = 76ms.
GCAPs-Mediated Feedback More Strongly Attenuates
SPRs Arising from Long R* Lifetimes
In normal rods, the closure of cGMP-gated channels causes
a fall in intracellular free calcium, and this fall in calcium leads
to an activation of cGMP synthesis by guanylate cyclase (re-
viewed in Stephen et al., 2008). The increased rate of cGMPsynthesis rapidly opposes the fall in cGMP caused by G*-E*,
thereby reducing the amplitude of SPRs (Mendez et al., 2001;
Burns et al., 2002; Okawa and Sampath, 2007). To test the
idea that feedback to cGMP synthesis can stabilize the SPR
amplitude against perturbations to R* deactivation, we crossed
the Grk1+/ and Grk1S561L mice with mice lacking calcium-
dependent feedback to guanylate cyclase (GCAPs/; Figure 3A;
Mendez et al., 2001). Despite the fact that the flash responses
were much longer lasting than those of wild-type rods, the
vertical shift DTsat associated with each genotype was very
nearly thesame in theGCAPs/background (Figure3B;+180ms
for GCAPs/Grk1+/ and 220 ms for GCAPs/S561L). These
results further confirm the assignments of the effective R* life-
times determined above for these GRK perturbations (compare
to Figure 1B). However, the SPRs of rods with altered R* lifetimes
showed a larger spread in the peak amplitudes in the absence of
GCAPs-mediated feedback (Figure 3C). While the ratios of R*
lifetimes estimated from the Tsat data remain 1:2.7:5 as in the
GCAPs+/+ background, the normalized SPR amplitudes in the
GCAPs/ background have ratios 1:2.2:3. Thus, GCAPs-medi-
ated feedback contributes to the observed stabilization of SPR
amplitudes when R* is altered.
Having found that feedback regulation of cGMP synthesis
could diminish the effects of changes in R* lifetime, we used
a spatiotemporal model of cGMP and calcium dynamics (Gross
et al., 2012) to test whether amplitude stability is expected, given
the rates of R* and G*-E* deactivation for each of the mouse
lines. Using parameters optimized within 10% of the canonical
values of Table 2, the predictions of the tightly constrainedmodel
were found to be in excellent agreement with the experimental
SPRs of each genotype in both the wild-type and the GCAPs/
backgrounds (Figures 4A and 4B). Thus, amplitude stability is an
inherent feature of a model of phototransduction that incorpo-
rates measured lifetimes of R* and G*-E*, an experimentally
determined diffusion coefficient for cGMP (Gross et al., 2012),
and parameters of calcium feedback determined by biochemical
measurements.
To better understand the specific mechanisms contributing to
stability, we used the model to calculate SPR amplitudes for
theoretical effective R* lifetimes (tR
eff) ranging from a few milli-
seconds to several seconds, which is adequately long to approx-
imate a step of R* activity and for the SPR to achieve steady state
(Figure 4C). The model (solid curves) accurately predicts the
average SPR amplitudes of rods of both GCAPs/ (green
symbols) and GCAPs+/+ backgrounds (blue symbols), including
the steady-state amplitudes of SPRs produced by R*s that
remain fully active for several seconds (Gross et al., 2012).
Notably, both data and theory differ strongly from the intuitive
notion that the SPR amplitude would increase in proportion to
R* lifetime, except for tR
eff < 20 ms.
Our results establish that GCAPs-mediated feedback makes
a distinct contribution to SPR amplitude stability. To characterize
this contribution, we plotted the SPR amplitudes for GCAPs+/+
and GCAPs/ backgrounds (blue and green symbols in Fig-
ure 4C) for each value of tR
eff against each other (Figure 4D).
For tR
eff > 40 ms, the amplitudes of the SPRs of the GCAPs+/+
and GCAPs/ backgrounds significantly deviate from propor-
tionality (dashed gray line). For longer R* lifetimes, the relativeNeuron 76, 370–382, October 18, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 373
Figure 3. GCAPs-Mediated Feedback Stabilizes the SPR Amplitude
against Genetic Perturbations of R* Lifetime
(A) Family of flash responses from a GCAPs/ mouse rod showing the
determination of the time in saturation (adapted from Gross et al., 2012).
Flashes ranged from 4 to 1,800 photons/mm2, corresponding to 1–510 R*/flash
in this rod with collecting area of 0.29 mm2.
(B) The time that the response to a bright flash remains in saturation versus the
natural log of the number of R* produced by the flash for wild-type (n = 8)
Grk1S561L (n = 12), andGrk1+/ (n = 22) rods lacking GCAPs-mediated feedback
(GCAPs/ background), fitted by straight lines with a slope of 200 ms, consis-
tent with themeans of tD valuesmeasured individually in each rod (Table 1). The
vertical displacements (DTsat) of theGrk1
S561L andGrk1+/ lines from theWT line
were220msand+180ms, respectively, consistentwithmeasurements of tReff
in the GCAPs+/+ background (Figure 1B). Error bars reflect S.E.M.
(C) SPRs of rods lacking calcium feedback to cGMP synthesis via GCAPs
(GCAPs/), but with identical changes in tR
eff, have substantially larger
differences in peak amplitudes than the corresponding responses in the
GCAPs+/+ background in Figure 1C.
Neuron
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374 Neuron 76, 370–382, October 18, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.increase in SPR amplitude is systematically greater for rods of
the GCAPs/ background than for rods of GCAPs+/+ back-
ground. This reveals that GCAPs-mediated feedback reduces
the amplitudes of SPRs driven by longer R* lifetimes to a greater
extent than those driven by shorter R* lifetimes.
Ramping Activation of cGMP Synthesis Underlies SPR
Amplitude Stability
To understand how SPR amplitude stability is conferred by
GCAPs-mediated feedback, it is instructive to separately
consider the time courses of light-driven cGMP hydrolysis and
synthesis, integrated over the length of the outer segment. The
spatially integrated rates of cGMP hydrolysis are illustrated for
SPRs corresponding to three different values of tR
eff (15, 40,
and 76 ms) in the GCAPs+/+ (Figure 5A, orange, black, and
blue traces) and GCAPs/ (gray dotted lines) backgrounds. All
six hydrolysis rate functions follow a common initial trajectory
(pink area) but peel off at times that depend on tR
eff. For the
SPRs of GCAPs+/+ and GCAPs/ backgrounds with the same
value of tR
eff, the hydrolysis rates reach nearly identical maximal
magnitudes. The hydrolysis rates in rods of the GCAPs+/+ back-
ground level out into plateaus that continue until the SPR peak
(120 ms; indicated by the transition from solid to dashed
colored lines, Figure 5). In contrast, the hydrolysis rates in rods
of the GCAPs/ background begin to decline shortly after
reaching their peaks. Analysis of the spatiotemporal profiles
reveals that the decline in hydrolysis rate arises because of
substrate depletion: the absence of calcium-activated synthesis
causes depletion of cGMP in the regions flanking the disc where
R* and G*-E*s reside, thereby lowering the local hydrolysis rate
(bdark cG) (Figure S3).
Unlike the step-like rates of steady hydrolysis in the GCAPs+/+
background, the light-driven increases in the cGMP synthesis
rates (Figure 5B) rise on delayed ramps whose slopes are in
approximately the same ratios (1:2:3) as the hydrolysis plateau
magnitudes. To determine the underlying causes of the delayed
ramps of synthesis activity, we examined the space-averaged
changes in calcium influx and efflux (Figures 5D and 5E). In the
dark, calcium influx and efflux are perfectly balanced. During
the initial 35 ms of the SPR (pink region), the calcium influx
decreases as CNG channels close, but there is little change in
the rate of calcium efflux at this early time. From about 35 ms
onward, the fall in free calcium causes its efflux to slow (Fig-
ure 5E). As a result, the net calcium flux for each genotype is
a fairly symmetric bell-shaped curve (Figure 5F). Given a constant
calcium buffer power, the change in free calcium (not shown) is
directly proportional to the integral of the bell-shaped curve,
giving rise to ramping decreases in calcium. As a consequence,
the time course of cGMP synthesis (Figure 5B), which is approx-
imately proportional to the decrease in free calcium (Equation 4),
is also ramp-like.
To complete the picture detailing the mechanism of GCAPs-
mediated feedback contribution to SPR amplitude stability, we
now consider the net rate of change of cGMP (i.e., the rate of
synthesisminus that of hydrolysis) for each genotype (Figure 5C).
The three color-coded rate functions share a common initial
trajectory from which they diverge as the ramping synthesis
overtakes the step-like hydrolysis time course. Consequently,
Table 2. Parameters of the Spatiotemporal Model of Mouse Rod Phototransduction
Parameter Description Value Source Reference/Method
kR Rate of R* deactivation (s
1) Genotype-dependent Measured Figure 1; also Gross and Burns (2010)
kE Rate of G*-E* deactivation (s
1) 5 Measured Figure 1; also Gross and Burns (2010)
nRE Max rate of G*-E* activation per R* (s
1) 300 Literature Leskov et al., 2000; Heck and Hofmann,
2001
bidv Rate of cGMP hydrolysis per G*-E* (s
1) 43 Literature Gross et al. (2012)
bdark Rate of spontaneous cGMP hydrolysis (s
1) 4.1 Literature Gross et al. (2012)
DcG Longitudinal diffusion coefficient of
cGMP (mm2 s1)
40 Literature Gross et al. (2012)
fCa Fraction of current carried by calcium 0.12 Literature Gross et al. (2012)
adark Dark cGMP synthesis rate (mM s
1) 16.7 — amax/9; Gross et al. (2012)
Cadark Dark adapted Ca
2+ concentration (nM) 320 — Set by adark
cGdark Dark adapted cGMP concentration (mM) 4.1 — Set by adark and bdark
BCa Calcium buffer capacity 50 Fitted ±15% of the values in Lagnado et al. (1992)
and Nikonov et al. (1998)
ncyc Hill coefficient for Ca
2+ dependence
of cGMP synthesis
1.5 Fitted ±15% of the values in Makino et al. (2008)
Kcyc K1/2 for Ca
2+ dependence of cGMP
synthesis (nM)
80
amax Max rate of cGMP synthesis (mM s
1) 150
Kex K1/2 for NCKX activation (mM) 1.1 Fitted ±15% of the values in Schnetkamp et al.
(1991)
Jex
sat Maximum NCKX current (pA mm1) 0.21 — Set by Kex, Cadark, fCa, L
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SPR Stability and Reproducibilitythe predicted times of the SPR peaks (given by the zero-cross-
ings, the times at which cGMP synthesis balances hydrolysis)
are nearly identical for the three genotypes, as observed in the
experimental SPRs (Table 1). In order to achieve the similarity
in time to peak for different R* lifetimes, the cGMP synthesis
rate must rise in proportion to the steady hydrolysis rates. Calcu-
lation of calcium influx and efflux rates show that it is the inte-
grating effect of the calcium dynamics (the ramping decline in
calcium) that allows the delayed ramps of cGMP synthesis to
overtake the hydrolysis plateaus at similar times for SPRs whose
R* lifetimes range from 15 to 76 ms.
The Role of GCAPs-Mediated Feedback in Suppressing
Response Variability in Normal Rods
Having established how GCAPs-mediated feedback stabilizes
the amplitude of the average SPR across genotypes with
differing average R* lifetimes, we now consider whether it also
contributes to reduction of the trial-to-trial variability of SPR
amplitudes in an individual rod, i.e., contributes to SPR
reproducibility.
SPR reproducibility has long been deemed something of
a biophysical mystery: despite being driven by individual
stochastically deactivating R* molecules, SPRs have highly
invariant amplitudes, with coefficient of variation (c.v.; standard
deviation divided by the mean) of0.2 in amphibian rods (Baylor
et al., 1979; Rieke andBaylor, 1998) and0.3 inmammalian rods
(Baylor et al., 1984; Figure 6F). In recent years, empirical and
theoretical studies have led to general agreement that multiple
phosphorylations of R* smooth its stochastic deactivation (Rieke
and Baylor, 1998; Mendez et al., 2000; Field and Rieke, 2002;Hamer et al., 2003; Doan et al., 2006). Theoretical simulations
have suggested that stochastic R* shutoff is nonetheless the
primary source of SPR variability and also that the limited diffu-
sion of cGMP acts to suppress the variability associated with
R* deactivation (Bisegna et al., 2008; Caruso et al., 2010, 2011).
These same theoretical studies have also concluded that
calcium-mediated feedback plays little role in the reproducibility
of the SPR (Caruso et al., 2011), a conclusion at odds with what
might now be expected, given our current results with GCAPs-
mediated feedback and SPR amplitude stability.
To directly assess whether calcium feedback to cGMP
synthesis contributes to SPR reproducibility, we recorded
hundreds of dim flash responses from wild-type (Figure 6A)
and GCAPs/ (Figure 6B) rods and calculated the mean and
time-dependent standard deviation of the ensembles of isolated
SPRs (‘‘singletons’’; gray and pink traces, Figures 6C–6D; Exper-
imental Procedures). In addition to being larger, the response
peaks of isolated GCAPs/ singletons were more variable in
amplitude and were more broadly distributed in time. As a result,
the time-dependent standard deviation of GCAPs/ singletons
had a larger, broader peak than that ofWT singletons (note differ-
ence in both x- and y-scaling, Figures 6C–6D). The increase in
the GCAPs/ singleton standard deviation relative to that of
WTwas larger than the relative increase in singletonmean ampli-
tude, resulting in a larger c.v. of the response amplitude (c.v. =
0.34 ± 0.01, n = 5 for WT and 0.42 ± 0.02, n = 4 for GCAPs/
rods; p = 0.02; Figure 6F, solid green and blue bars). Thus,
although R* and G*-E* deactivation are the same for WT and
GCAPs/ rods, reproducibility is impaired in the absence of
GCAPs-mediated feedback.Neuron 76, 370–382, October 18, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 375
Figure 4. A Spatiotemporal Model of Photo-
transduction Captures the EnhancedAmpli-
tude Stability in the Presence of GCAPs-
Mediated Feedback
(A) Simulated SPRs (thin traces) closely match the
SPR (means +/ SEM, thick traces) experimen-
tally determined from populations of wild-type
(black/gray), Grk1+/ (blue), and Grk1S561L
(orange) SPRs with feedback (A, GCAPs+/+ back-
ground) and without feedback (B, GCAPs/
background). Parameters were optimized individ-
ually for each simulated response within 10% of
the canonical values in Table 2.
(C) Normalized mean SPR peak amplitudes
(r/rmax at the time of the peak in A and B)
are plotted against tR
eff for GCAPs+/+ and
GCAPs/ backgrounds (blue and green boxes,
respectively). Mean steady state (s.s.) ampli-
tudes of SPRs arising from R*s that do not
deactivate are plotted for both genetic back-
grounds (blue circle corresponds to SPR
amplitude of Grk1/ (Song et al., 2009 supple-
ment); green circle corresponds to amplitude
of GCAPs/ ‘‘rogues’’ (Gross et al., 2012).
Theoretical green and blue traces were simulated
using the parameters in Table 2. Error bars
reflect S.E.M. (error bars are smaller than the
points in most cases).
(D) GCAPs-mediated feedback more strongly
attenuates SPRs arising from long-lived R*s.
GCAPs+/+ and GCAPs/ SPR amplitude data from (C) are plotted against each other (black squares; numbers indicate tR
eff), as are the corresponding theory
traces (black trace). The dashed gray line is the relationship that would be expected if rods in GCAPs+/+ andGCAPs/ backgrounds exhibited the same degree of
stability. Error bars reflect S.E.M.
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SPR Stability and ReproducibilityTo determine the relative contributions of multistep stochastic
deactivation of R* and GCAPs-mediated feedback to the
observed SPR reproducibility, we implemented a stochastic,
multistep R* deactivation model with a mean R* lifetime of
40 ms (Experimental Procedures; Figure S2). The probability
distribution of stochastic R* lifetimes (tR
stoch) predicts that the
vast majority of R* lifetimes are less than 80 ms, with a mode
of 33ms (Figure 6E, inset). The c.v. of this distribution is 0.52 (Fig-
ure 6F, black checked bar), smaller than that of a first-order
deactivation process (c.v. = 1) but significantly larger than the
experimentally measured c.v. of WT and GCAPs/ SPR ampli-
tudes (Figure 6F, solid green and blue bars).
To predict the SPR amplitude c.v. associated with the multi-
step R* deactivation scheme, 100,000 stochastic R* trajectories
were simulated (Figure S2) and each trajectory was used as the
driving input for the spatiotemporal model under conditions with
and without feedback to cGMP synthesis. The amplitude distri-
butions of the two ensembles of simulated SPRs (Figure 6E,
dark blue and dark green dotted lines) have coefficients of vari-
ation that are close to the measured values for both WT and
GCAPs/ rods (hatched green and blue bars in Figure 6F).
These simulated amplitude distributions were nearly identical
to those obtained by simply transforming the tR
stoch distribution
by the compressive relations describing the stability data (Fig-
ure 4C), emphasizing that GCAPs-mediated feedback contrib-
utes to reproducibility in the same way that it confers amplitude
stability (Figure 6E, solid blue and green curves). In addition to
calculating the c.v. of these distributions, we also calculated376 Neuron 76, 370–382, October 18, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.the time-dependent mean and standard deviations of the
ensembles of simulated SPRs. The theoretical mean SPRs and
standard deviations agree both in magnitude and time course
with the experimental population average SPR data of both
genotypes (black and red smooth curves in Figures 6C and
6D). Thus, even fairly noisy, stochastic deactivation of R* can
yield SPRs with the experimentally observed degree of repro-
ducibility, owing to the compensatory effects of calcium feed-
back to cGMP synthesis. Notably, the c.v. of the SPR amplitudes
produced by the very same ensemble of R* deactivation trajec-
tories is predicted to be lower in WT than in GCAPs/
rods. The analysis shows this lowered c.v. is achieved mainly
by the ramping cGMP synthesis in WT rods (Figure 5B), which
effectively removes variation that would otherwise arise from
the occasionally slower stochastic R* deactivations of the
ensemble.
DISCUSSION
Mechanisms Underlying the Stability of SPR Amplitudes
against Perturbations in R* Lifetime
We have found that GCAPs-mediated feedback to cGMP
synthesis helps to stabilize the SPR amplitude against variation
in R* lifetime (Figure 4). Although this stabilization is clearly
more potent for longer R* lifetimes, the ‘‘power’’ of the calcium
feedback does not arise from a decline in calcium concentration
disproportionate to R* lifetime, nor because the feedback
has greater cooperativity than estimated in biochemical
Figure 5. The Rate of cGMP Synthesis
Increases More Rapidly for Longer R* Life-
times, Constraining the Time to Peak and
Conferring SPR Amplitude Stability
(A) Time course of the spatially integrated cGMP
hydrolysis rate calculated for mean effective R*
lifetimes of 15 ms (orange curve), 40 ms (black
curve), and 76ms (blue curve) with (solid traces) or
without (gray dotted lines) GCAPs-mediated
feedback.
(B) Spatially integrated cGMP synthesis rates for
the R* lifetimes listed in (A). Thin dotted black line
indicates the constant (dark) rate of cGMP
synthesis in the absence of GCAPs-mediated
feedback. Note that the larger G*-E* activities in (A)
correspond to steeper rates of change in the
cGMP synthesis rates.
(C) Spatially integrated rate of change of cGMP
concentration (differences of the time courses in A
and B).
(D) Calculated influx of calcium through CNG
channels and (E) calculated efflux of calcium via
Na2+/Ca2+-K+ transporter for the same effective R*
lifetimes of (A)–(C) in the presence of GCAPs-
mediated feedback.
(F) Time course of net calcium flux (differences of
the time courses inD and E). In all panels, the solid
curves transition to dashed curves at times cor-
responding to the peak of the SPRs. Shaded
regions indicate distinct epochs during the SPR:
Pink: cGMP synthesis remains near its dark level;
green: rate of cGMP synthesis increases as a ramp
with slope proportional to the constant cGMP
hydrolysis rate, so that synthesis and hydrolysis
cancel each other at the SPR peak; blue: SPR
recovery phase.
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Rather, GCAPs-mediated feedback stabilizes the SPR ampli-
tude because the increase in cGMP synthesis is initially delayed
and then increases at a rate proportional to the magnitude of the
steady hydrolysis rate. As a result, the delayed, ramping
synthesis of cGMP overtakes hydrolysis at nearly the same
time independent of tR
eff (Figure 5).
A significant degree of amplitude stability persists in the
absence of GCAPs-mediated feedback (Figure 4C). Most of
this residual stability appears to come from the time course of
PDE activity. The maximum cGMP hydrolysis rates in rods with
and without GCAPs-mediated feedback are nearly the same
and stand in the ratio 1:2:3 for R* lifetimes in the ratio 1:2.7:5 (Fig-
ure 5A). This reduction in direct proportionality of the maximum
hydrolysis rate to R* lifetime arises in part from the imperfect inte-
gration of R* activity by G*-E* with its 200 ms lifetime (Equa-
tion 13), as well as from the fall in cGMP, which reduces the
hydrolysis rate.Neuron 76, 370–382,Reproducibility Reconsidered
Multistep deactivation of R* activity by
phosphorylation and arrestin binding
has been considered by many investiga-
tors as a mechanism that reduces the
SPR variability relative to that whichwould occur were R* deactivation a first-order, stochastic event
(Rieke and Baylor, 1998; Mendez et al., 2001; Burns et al., 2002;
Field and Rieke, 2002; Hamer et al., 2003, 2005; Doan et al.,
2006; Caruso et al., 2010).We agree with this view. Themultistep
scheme based on known biochemistry employed here reduced
the c.v. of R* lifetimes from 1 (first-order) to 0.5. However, our
results show that both the measured and theoretical coefficients
of variation of the SPRs are larger when calcium feedback to
cGMP synthesis is abolished (Figure 6F). Thus, we have reached
the surprising conclusion that even a fairly ‘‘noisy’’ distribution of
R* lifetimes can be compensated for by calcium feedback to
cGMP synthesis, which more strongly attenuates SPRs that
are driven by longer R* lifetimes.
Our conclusions may seem to conflict with those of others
who have investigated SPR variability and concluded that
calcium feedback plays no role. For example, Rieke and Baylor
(1998) and Field and Rieke (2002) found that slowing intracellular
calcium dynamics by introducing exogenous calcium bufferOctober 18, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 377
Figure 6. Single-Photon Response Ampli-
tude Is Less Reproducible in the Absence
of GCAPs-Mediated Feedback
(A) Average of identified singletons in a represen-
tativeWT rod, determined by histogram analysis of
200 dim flash trials (inset; identified singletons
highlighted in blue, failures in light gray, ampli-
tudes from multiple R* in dark gray). This average
singleton (solid) closely resembles the average
SPR determined independently in this rod by
variance-to-mean analysis for the entire set of dim
flashes (dotted). The gray trace is the average of
the responses yielding failures in the histogram.
(B) Same analysis as in (A), but from a represen-
tative GCAPs/ rod in response to 188 repeated
dim flashes. Solid green trace plots the average of
the 63 identified singletons, corresponding to the
green portion of the inset histogram, and closely
resembles the average SPR determined inde-
pendently by variance-to-mean analysis (dotted).
(C and D) Population mean singleton response
(gray) and time-dependent standard deviation
(pink) calculated from five WT (C) and four
GCAPs/ (D) rods, with mean dark currents of
15.5 ± 1.4 and 16.1 ± 1.2 pA, respectively. The
smooth curves are the mean (black) and time-
dependent standard deviations (dark red) derived
from model simulations of ensembles of SPRs for
each genotype.
(E) Probability distributions of calculated
stochastic R* lifetimes (inset) and singleton ampli-
tudes (dotted lines) determined from the simulation
of 100,000 WT and GCAPs/ SPRs using the
stochastic R* deactivation scheme (Figure S2).
Blue and green solid curves are probability density
functions of singleton amplitudes predicted by
transforming the tR
stoch probability density by the
theoretical stability curves in Figure 4C and reveal
that the mechanisms that generate amplitude
stability underlie reproducibility.
(F) Filled bars indicate the experimentally deter-
mined c.v. of the GCAPs/ (green) and WT (blue)
singleton amplitudes calculated from rodswhose averages are shown in (C) and (D) (asterisk denotes p=0.02 in Student’s t test comparison). Black checked bar is
the c.v. of the calculated tR
stoch distribution shown in the inset in (E), and hatched bars indicate coefficients of variation of simulated singleton amplitude distri-
butions shown in (E). Error bars reflect S.E.M.
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SPR Stability and Reproducibility(BAPTA) or interfering with Na/Ca exchange increased the
amplitude and duration of the SPRs but caused no significant
increase in the c.v. of their amplitudes or areas. Such similarity
in the coefficients of variation might arise if the slower, larger
responses measured in those experiments produce a greater
degree of local signal saturation than occurs in normal rods. In
this context, it should be noted that Whitlock and Lamb, when
analyzing the rising phases of amphibian rod SPRs (i.e., early
times when the fall in cGMP is small), found that BAPTA incorpo-
ration was associated with a broadening of the distribution of
singleton amplitudes (c.v. 0.35 in BAPTA versus 0.20 in control)
(Whitlock and Lamb, 1999). It is also the case that in the absence
of GCAPs-mediated feedback, the time course, and thus the
area, of the response is severely filtered by the slow restoration
of cGMP (Gross et al., 2012), and thus may be less sensitive to
fluctuations in R* lifetime than the peak amplitude (see also the
discussion in Hamer et al., 2003).378 Neuron 76, 370–382, October 18, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.It has been claimed that the diffusion of cGMP and/or of
calcium plays a central role in SPR reproducibility, acting as
a ‘‘variability suppressor’’ (Bisegna et al., 2008; Caruso et al.,
2010; Shen et al., 2010; Caruso et al., 2011). In WT rods, the
experimentally determined longitudinal diffusion coefficient for
cGMP (Gross et al., 2012) is large enough that the maximal
decrease in cGMP concentration is small (15%) even when
R* deactivation is slowed 2-fold (Figure 2). Thus, the limited
diffusion of cGMPdoes not contribute to reduction of SPR ampli-
tude variability through saturating local channel closure. Further-
more, the spatial profile of calcium is not determined by the diffu-
sion coefficient of calcium, but rather by the spatial profile of
cGMP, which governs calcium influx (Gross et al., 2012).
However, the fall in cGMP can reduce the rate of cGMP hydro-
lysis in the absence of GCAPs-mediated feedback (compare
gray and colored traces in Figure 5A), producing compression
of PDE activity relative to R* lifetime, as noted above. In this
Neuron
SPR Stability and Reproducibilitysense, the local fall in cGMP tends to self-limit the PDE activity,
a phenomenon that can contribute to SPR reproducibility
(‘‘cGMP hydrolysis saturation effects’’; Caruso et al., 2011).
Summary of the Role of Calcium Feedback in SPR
Stability and Reproducibility
With the lifetimes of R* and G*-E* measured from the DTsat data
(Figures 1 and 3; Table 1), a remarkably accurate account can be
given of the SPRs of rods with genetic manipulations of R* deac-
tivation, both with and without calcium feedback to cGMP
synthesis (Figures 4A and 4B). The diffusion of cGMP is suffi-
ciently rapid to insure maximal amplification (Gross et al.,
2012), while the delayed decline in calcium drives cGMP
synthesis more strongly for longer R* lifetimes (Figure 5) in rods
with normal GCAPs expression. As a consequence, the ampli-
tude of the mean SPR is stabilized against genetic perturbations
to R* lifetime (Figure 4), and the trial-to-trial SPR amplitude is
more reproducible in rods with functional calcium feedback (Fig-
ure 6). In general, then, these results reveal how a fast feedback
mechanism, operating at a downstream stage in a GPCR
cascade, can sharpen the timing of a signal and reduce its vari-
ability while maintaining high signal amplification.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Animals
Mice were cared for and handled following an approved protocol from the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of California,
Davis and in compliance with the National Institutes of Health guidelines for
the care and use of experimental animals. Mice were reared in 12 hr cyclic
lighting conditions and euthanized by CO2 narcosis followed by decapitation.
All mice were between 1 and 6 months of age when used for experiments.
Novel data are presented from rods of Grk1S561, Grk1+/, GCAPs/,
GCAPs/S561L, and GCAPs/Grk1+/mice. Additional data are republished
from (Krispel et al., 2006; 4-fold RGS9-ox) and (Gross and Burns, 2010;
RGS9-ox and c57/B6). Transgenic Grk1S561L mouse was created and
provided by C.K. Chen (Virginia Commonwealth University). This mutation
alters the C-terminal prenylation sequence (CaaX) from one directing farnesy-
lation (C15) to geranylgeranylation (C20), as found in cone opsin kinase (In-
glese et al., 1992; Zhao et al., 1995). Quantitative western blotting revealed
that there was also 8.7 ± 1.0-fold higher expression (n = 17) of the protein
over wild-type expression levels (Figure S1).
Grk1+/ mice were obtained by breeding C57B/6 mice with Grk1/ mice
(Chen et al., 1999). Transgenic Grk1S561, transgenic RGS9-ox, and Rgs9/
mice were bred into the GCAPs/ background (Mendez et al., 2001). The
GCAPs/ mice used in these experiments were transgene-negative litter-
mates of GCAPs/S561L of GCAPs/RGS9-ox mice.
Electrophysiology and Analysis
Mice were dark-adapted overnight prior to recordings, with all dissection and
cell selection procedures performed under infrared illumination with the aid of
infrared-visible converters. Retinas were isolated in L-15 media supplemented
with BSA and glucose, and stored on ice. Suction electrode recordings of the
outer segment membrane current were made from intact rods at 37C in
oxygenated, bicarbonate-buffered Locke’s solution, as previously described
(Krispel et al., 2006). Brief calibrated flashes (10ms, 500 nm) were used to elicit
light-evoked responses.
The average single-photon response amplitude and effective collecting area
of each rod were estimated by variance-to-mean analysis (Baylor et al., 1979)
from an ensemble of dim flash responses (at least 25 responses with ampli-
tudes less than 20% of the dark current).
For determination of the vertical Tsat offsets used to calculate tR
eff, the time
in saturation (Tsat) for bright flash responses was measured between the timeof the flash and 10% recovery from saturation. This 10% threshold was used
because the invariance of response shape was less reliable at late times. The
Tsat values were plotted as a function of the natural log of the number of R*
produced by the flash, and not the flash strength expressed in photon density,
in order to normalize for differences in sensitivity arising from small differences
in outer segment length or unavoidable occasional shadows in the recording
chamber. For each cell, the average number of R* produced by a given flash
was determined by multiplying the calibrated flash strength (photons/mm2)
by the effective collecting area determined for that cell. Calculation of tR
eff
from vertical Tsat offsets (Equation 1) is valid assuming that the integrated R*
activity (Equation 12) is short relative to G*-E* lifetime and that all other
cascade elements are the same.
Throughout, error bars reflect ± standard error of the mean (SEM).
Isolation of Singletons and Assessment of Reproducibility
Singletons were isolated for reproducibility analysis by first identifying failures
from an ensemble of a large number of dim flash responses. A response was
deemed a failure if the integrated response area after the flash was less than
64% greater than the integral of the absolute value of the baseline-corrected
trace before the flash; the time window for integration was 400 and 600 ms
in wild-type and GCAPs/ rods, respectively. This 64% difference criterion
was selected for its empirical robustness: in one test rod, the difference in
failure count between using a 50% criterion and a 90% criterion corresponded
to a difference in 38 versus 42 failures out of 155 total responses. The 64%
criterion counted 41.
The failure count provided an estimate of the number of singletons (ns), using
Poisson statistics. We then assumed our singleton population to be the set of
ns nonfailure responses having the smallest amplitudes. The mean singleton
and the amplitude c.v. did not vary greatly when the singleton population
was altered by the inclusion of 1–2 additional responses or the exclusion of
1–2 of the largest responses. In addition, the average singleton determined
from the set of ns was indistinguishable from that average single photon
response calculated from variance-to-mean analysis. Likewise, the average
of the responses that were deemed failures showed no time-dependent
changes in current (Figures 6A–6B).
We elected not to use matched-filter analysis to identify singletons, as this
approach assumes that all SPRs have an effectively identical shape combined
with broadband noise—an assumption that begs the question of how the SPR
shape would change with variation in R* lifetime. Nonetheless, we compared
the method used here to the traditional matched filter analysis-histogram
method (e.g., Field and Rieke, 2002). We found that the matched filter method
had a tendency to produce lower coefficients of variation for both WT and
GCAPs/ singletons, though this difference was not significant (GCAPs/
c.v.: 0.40 ± 0.02 usingmatched filter analysis versus 0.42 ± 0.02 using smallest
nonfailures; WT: 0.31 ± 0.03 using matched filter analysis versus 0.34 ± 0.01
using smallest nonfailures). The matched filter analysis identified 246 total
wild-type singletons from 5 rods, while the number of singletons expected
from the number of identified failures is 263. The corresponding numbers for
4 GCAPs/ rods are 142 and 152. In sum, matched filter analysis tended to
identify fewer responses as singletons, in particular excludingmore of the large
amplitude responses on the fringe that would escape the boundaries imposed
on the singles peak. When these responses are included in the statistical
expectationmethod employed in the paper, they tend to increase the standard
deviation.
For each rod used for measuring reproducibility, the identified singletons
were used to generate the time-dependent average. The time-dependent
standard deviation for each set was determined for each cell by taking the
square root of the time-dependent variance after subtracting the offset vari-
ance in the second before the flash was delivered. For the traces shown in
Figures 6C and 6D, the average singletons and standard deviations were aver-
aged from a population of 5 wild-type and 4 GCAPs/ rods.
Spatiotemporal Model of cGMP and Calcium Dynamics
Our simulations of rod photoreceptor responses were generated using
a spatiotemporal model of second-messenger dynamics described in detail
elsewhere (Gross et al., 2012). Briefly, we used a generally accepted pair of
coupled partial differential equations (Equations 2 and 3) describing Ca2+Neuron 76, 370–382, October 18, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 379
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(Equations 4–6) relating these two variables to cGMP-sensitive current density
(JcG) and Na/Ca-K exchange current density (Jex):
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Table 2 provides definitions and units of the variables and parameters.
Equations 2–6 were solved subject to the initial condition EðtÞ= 0, zero-flux
boundary conditions for cGMP and calcium at the tip and base of the outer
segment, and a boundary condition that applies at the locus of the R*:
2vcGðx; tÞ
vx

x = x0
=
dbidv
2DcG
EðtÞcGðx0; tÞ: (7)
This boundary condition assumes that the R* is created by a photon capture
on a disc whose position (x0) is near the middle of the outer segment with disc
spacing d and identifies the hydrolytic flux (righthand side of Equation 7) with
the bidirectional diffusional flux (left hand side) at the same position. The
system of Equations 2–7 were solved numerically with the numerical method
of lines (Schiesser, 1991) using original scripts written in Matlab.
Themodel predicts the spatiotemporal changes in cGMP concentration and
corresponding current density (J(x,t)) caused by the activation of rhodopsin on
an outer segment disc. The simulated rod response is defined in terms of this
current density:
rðtÞ= ID--
Z
OS
Jðx; tÞdx; (8)
where ID is the rod dark current J = JcG + Jex, and the integral is carried out over
the length of the outer segment. The model parameters used for simulating
amplitude stability (Figures 4C and 4D), second-messenger dynamics (Figures
2 and 5), and SPR amplitude c.v. (Figures 6E and 6F) were unchanged from the
original description (Gross et al., 2012; see also Table 2). In order to best fit the
data in Figures 4A, 4B, 6C, and 6Dmodel parameters were optimized by least-
squared fitting within ± 10% of the canonical parameter values for each SPR.
The only significant difference in the implementation of the model from that
previously described (Gross et al., 2012) is the adoption of a multistep model
for R* deactivation in place of simple exponential decay, as now described.
Multistep Model of R* Deactivation
We employed a biochemically motivated scheme of R* deactivation for all
model calculations (Figures 2 and 4–6). This model is similar to those devel-
oped previously by other groups (e.g., Hamer et al., 2003; Caruso et al.,
2010). However, unlike previous simulations, we included no initial delay
before phosphorylation (Caruso et al., 2010) nor did our scheme make any
assumptions about competition between G protein, Grk1, and arrestin, or
incorporate any mechanism for feedback via recoverin (Hamer et al., 2003).
We emphasize that the details of the multistep scheme were not selected in
order tomake any novel claim about the actual mechanism of rhodopsin deac-
tivation or its actual degree of reproducibility; instead, it was used to test
whether transduction operating with variable rhodopsin lifetimes (c.v. 0.5)
could generate reproducible single-photon responses, and whether the
degree of reproducibility was improved with GCAPs-mediated feedback. We380 Neuron 76, 370–382, October 18, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.also found that this multistep model provided a better account of the rising
phase of the response than the single exponential decay function for R* deac-
tivation (Figure S2).
In this scheme, it is assumed that R* reaches maximal catalytic efficiency
within the first millisecond following isomerization, and that as long as it
remains unphosphorylated, its affinities for the G protein and the kinase
(GRK1) are maximal, while its affinity for arrestin is negligible (Gibson et al.,
2000; Vishnivetskiy et al., 2007). Sequential phosphorylations of rhodopsin
by GRK1 decrease the rate of subsequent phosphorylation (Kennedy et al.,
2001), while increasing the rate of irreversible Arr1 binding sharply after three
phosphorylations (Vishnivetskiy et al., 2007). These biochemical features are
embodied in the phosphorylation dependence of the rate constants for transi-
tions between phosphorylation states and the arrestin-bound state:
kphðpÞ= kmaxph ep (9)
karrðpÞ= k
max
arr
1+ e
p0p
q
(10)
Here kphðpÞ is the transition rate constant (s1) of R* from the state with p to
that with p+1 phosphates (p = 0, 1,., 6), kmaxph the maximum phosphorylation
rate (which applies when R* is not yet phosphorylated, p = 0), karrðpÞ is the rate
constant for arrestin binding, and kmaxarr its maximum (Figure S2). According to
Equation 10, the rate of arrestin quench is a sigmoidal function of phosphory-
lation state p with midpoint at p0 = 2.9 and a steepness factor q = 0.1. As im-
plemented, this sigmoid approximates a step function (Figure S2B), a feature
consistent with previous conclusions (Vishnivetskiy et al., 2007), and em-
ployed in previous models that incorporate stochastic R* deactivation (e.g.,
Hamer et al., 2003, 2005; Bisegna et al., 2008; Caruso et al., 2010, 2011).
The transition rates defined in Equations 9 and 10 correspond to a contin-
uous-timeMarkov process for the decay of R* activity and determine the prob-
ability Pr{pjt} that an R* molecule has p phosphates or has been quenched by
arrestin at time t after photoisomerization. Because phosphorylation of R*
reduces its catalytic activity (Xu et al., 1997; Gibson et al., 2000; Burns et al.,
2006), the mean normalized activity of R* ðRÞ was calculated by multiplying
the probability of R* occupying a particular state by a term representing the
phosphorylation-driven decline in R* activity and summing over p:
RðtÞ=
 X6
p= 0
Prfpjtgep
!
Pð0;0:01ÞðtÞ (11)
Here, the second convolved term P(t) is a 10 ms step function of unit area
representing the measured stimulus duration. For simulating the average
SPRs of rods of Grk1+/, WT, and Grk1S561L genotypes, only the maximum
phosphorylation rate was adjusted: the values were kmaxph = 41.5, 81, and
243 s1, respectively. These values were determined by matching the theoret-
ical effective R* lifetime, with the values of tR
eff obtained from the Tsat offset
analysis (Figure 1):
teffR =
ZN
0
RðtÞdt; (12)
where tR
eff = 76, 40, and 15 ms respectively. Similarly, the model prediction of
amplitude stability as a function of tR
eff (Figures 4C and 4D) was produced by
continuously varying kmaxph .Characterization of Variability in Stochastic R* Deactivation
Trajectories
Themultistep deactivationmodel was also used to assess the trial-to-trial vari-
ability of R* lifetimes resulting from the stochastic nature of individual phos-
phorylation and arrestin binding events (Figure S2). The stochastic R* lifetime
(tR
stoch) is defined analogously to Equation 12 as the time integral of an indi-
vidual R* activity trajectory (time course). We constructed the frequency distri-
bution of tR
stoch (Figure 6E, inset) directly from the state-transition rate
constants (Equations 9 and 10) by calculating the probability and time integral
of all likely R* trajectories. This frequency distribution precisely matched that
obtained from the simulation of 100,000 random R* trajectories (scatterplot
Neuron
SPR Stability and Reproducibilityof simulated tR
stoch provided in Figure S2). For these simulations, state
transitions were determined by checking the transition rate constants
(kph(p) and karr(p)) multiplied by the time interval (1 ms) at each time point
against a random variable distributed over the unit interval. Each simulated
R* trajectory was run through the phototransductionmodel using the canonical
parameter set (Table 2) to generate ensembles of simulated responses; the
SPR amplitude frequency distributions (Figure 6E, dashed lines) were con-
structed from these ensembles. An analogous set of simulations were gener-
ated to obtain themean SPRs of GCAPs+/+ andGCAPs/ rods used for repro-
ducibility analysis (Figures 6C and 6D) using optimized parameters that
remained within ± 10% of the canonical values.
G*-E* Production by R* Activity
The average time course of R* activity, RðtÞ, was used to obtain the average
time course of the number of active PDE molecules, E*(t), by integrating the
following rate equation:
dEðtÞ
dt
= nRERðtÞ  kEEðtÞ (13a)
whose general solution is
EðtÞ= nRE
Z t
0
R

t
0 
ekEðtt0 Þdt0 : (13b)
Here nRE is the rate of G*-E* activation by a fully active R*, kE = 1/tE is the rate
constant of deactivation of G*-E*, and the initial condition is E*(0) = 0. The func-
tion E*(t) was then applied to Equation 7, which was solved along with Equa-
tions 2–8 to generate simulated mean SPRs. An analogous method was
applied to generate stochastic SPRs, with the mean R* time course replaced
with a stochastic R* trajectory for each simulation.SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes three figures and Supplemental Experi-
mental Procedures and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.
org/10.1016/j.neuron.2012.07.029.
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